My Brain Hurts, Vol. 1
by Liz Baillie

My Brain Hurts, Vol I. collects the first five issues of cartoonist Liz Baillie’s celebrated zine of the same name. Based around Baillie’s vibrant and deceptively intricate hand-drawings, we follow the story of a set of queer teenage punks growing up in rough and tumble New York City. From the perils of coming out to your parents to the horrors of homophobic violence, Baillie captures the anguish of being different, all the slings and arrows revealed and sharply rendered. But it’s not all trouble-times here, Baillie also shows the other side—the fun, the parties, all the loud music and unruly pranks and antics. She may depict high school as a war-zone, but the camaraderie of the displaced is not ignored.

Through hard times and punk rock shows, Baillie’s characters bounce between the good and bad, showing what it’s like to be young and marginalized and, above all, truly alive in America.

“At its best, My Brain Hurts serves as a graphic counterpart to some of the best punk fiction, exploring the emotional depth of ‘zines like Comix, Burn Collector.” - Brian Heater, The Daily Cross Hatch

“Baillie’s become more adventurous as an artist as the series has proceeded, and the interesting choices she's made have deepened the book's emotional impact.” - Rob Clough, Sequart.com

“Most comic books leave me a little dissatisfied—it just seems that in five minutes, you’ve read it all. However, as far as comics go, this one has a good storyline going on (queer punk kids in NYC) and a decent graphic style (it also came in an elaborately decorated envelope that made me miss the days of pen pals). I'm looking forward to future issues.” - Maximum Rock N Roll
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